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The EU, th
he US, the UK
K, Canada, Gerrmany, Swedeen, Norway annd other Westeern democratic countries sshould
not contin
nue to give large amoun
nts of aid to the increasiingly authorittarian Ethioppian regime oof the
TPLF/EPR
RDF. In a time where global doors
d
are clossing to refugeees, why should money from tthe West continue to
prop up a dictatorship
d
thaat leads to so much
m
suffering and repressioon, driving manny Ethiopians frrom their homees and
country? Yes,
Y Ethiopia iss a sovereign country;
c
yet, laarge amounts oof aid from outtside sources may be underm
mining
the ability of
o Ethiopians too hold their own leaders accoountable.
If massive aid to Ethiopiaa is to continuee, donors shouuld require— aas a key conddition of contiinued aid— ggreater
accountab
bility, meaning
gful democrattic reforms, th
he release of aall political prrisoners, and a genuine diaalogue
leading to
owards a peaaceful resoluttion of the deepening
d
schhism betweenn the minoritty-led TPLF/E
EPRDF
regime and the Ethiopiaan people.
On Novem
mber 9, 2016, Merera Gudinna, the Chairm
man of the O
Oromo Federalist Congress (OFC) and a major
Ethiopian opposition
o
leadder, met with members
m
of thhe European P
Parliament (EP
P) in Brussels, Belgium. Twoo other
Ethiopians had also beenn invited to the meeting: Berhhanu Nega, lea der of the oppoosition group, G
Ginbot 7, desiggnated
as a terrorrist group by thhe governmentt, and Ethiopiaan Olympic Silvver Medal winnner, Feyissa LLelisa. Their piictures
were takenn together at thhe meeting andd circulated on the social me dia. Although B
Berhanu Negaa has openly plledged
to use “anyy means” to brring regime chaange, Merera Gudina
G
has beeen a long-timee advocate of sseeking remeddies for
rampant injjustice throughh a peaceful, noon-violent movement for channge.
On Decem
mber 1, 2016, Gudina
G
returnedd to Ethiopia frrom Europe annd was met by security officiaals at the airpoort who
arrested him. He was dettained at the infamous Makeleelawi Prison in Addis Ababa.
On Decem
mber 14, 2016, European Parrliament (EP) President,
P
Marttin Schultz, sennt a letter to E
Ethiopian goverrnment
officials seeking an explaanation for the arrest of Mereera Gudina. In tthat letter, Preesident Schultzz cited informattion he
had received from the Etthiopian ambasssador in Brusssels that the arrrest was linkeed to contacts G
Gudina had haad with
individuals “deemed as teerrorists” by thee government, probably referrring to Ginbot 77’s leader, Berrhanu Nega.
A court heearing was heeld in Addis Ababa
A
on Feb
bruary 23, 20 17, where Guudina was form
mally chargedd with
terrorism, due to thatt association, and is now
w awaiting ssentencing, possibly on M
March 3, 2017. He
vehemently denies the charges and the associatiion. Most Ethhiopians would agree and ssee the chargges as
part of thee regime’s effo
ort to eliminatte the leadership of any advversaries. Thiss is especially the case whenn those
leaders reppresent large groups
g
that preesent a threat to the status quuo. Gudina is oof Oromo ethniicity and is a ppopular
and well-reespected leadeer.

The Oromo make up the largest ethnic group in Ethiopia and have been involved in large-scale, mostly non-violent,
protests over the last 16 months. These protests became deadly when government security forces killed over a
thousand people, wounded countless others and by their own claims, detained over 20,000 in order to “re-educate
them.” Similar protests in the Amhara region, with a similar harsh crackdown from government forces, led to the
declaration of a six-month State of Emergency in November 2016, which is still in effect.
Ethiopia is a country with no opposition, civil society, or political space; all of which resulted in regime
claims of winning 100% of the vote in the last national election. Now, under the State of Emergency, citizens’
rights are non-existent, including shutting down access to the Internet. During this time, regime actions,
such as arrests, are permitted to be made without court order and detentions can be enforced until the end
of the state of emergency. Persons are also restricted from any communication with any persons said to be
terrorists or associated with terrorist groups.
The presence of Berhanu Nega at the EP meeting appears to have been used to justify the wrongful arrest of Gudina
and should be challenged once again by the EP as well as by others who are concerned regarding the regime’s
severe consequences for freely speaking out, even in an esteemed place like the EP, where, as EP President
Schultz writes: “…the European Parliament is a House of democracy, where different voices can be heard, from
foreign governments as well as representatives of opposition groups.”
Instead, this is a country that is a partner in the war on terror that has become expert in justifying their
repressive actions by accusing most all regime opponents with terrorism. Utilizing the regime’s anti-terrorism
law, the charge of “terrorism" is central to the regime’s “catch-all” strategy for silencing its opponents, among
which are opposition leaders, journalists, dissidents, democratic activists, human rights defenders, religious
leaders and members of civil society. It is worthy to note that killings, threats, intimidation, violence, and
false charges, have been so intense that many have had to flee the country or exercise extreme caution and
self-censor.
Now, Gudina joins other members and leaders within his party, the OFC, including Bekele Gerba, OFC’s First
Secretary, and Dejene Fita, OFC’s Secretary General, as well as many others who have dared to speak out against
the repressive regime of the TPLF/EPRDF. No one should wonder why Ethiopia follows only Eritrea in being the
second largest jailer of journalists in Africa. The real question to ponder is why Ethiopia’s deep infractions of justice
have not resulted in more meaningful action from those providing for its support.
There should be concern regarding the increasing irrationality of the regime as they attempt to suppress, rather than
respond to, the rising tide of discontent. We are among those deeply concerned by the regime’s lack of willingness to
genuinely explore meaningful options for peaceful transition. Some questions must be considered. For example:
• How can the state of emergency be lifted so it brings greater long-term peace and not an explosion of
built-up resentment and anger?
• How can the financial system and economy recover, both of which are experiencing increased difficulties,
exacerbated by the draconian restrictions imposed by the state of emergency?
• How can the country help the many Ethiopians who are already hungry from the famine?
Donor countries should ask themselves why they should continue to provide money to a regime that arrests and
charges people like Gudina for taking part in a meeting at the EP?
Greater accountability for that support is critically important, especially now when pressure for democratic
change is rising from within the country. The current state of emergency may be keeping things under
control for the moment, but it is only a stop gap measure that is not sustainable. Those free countries who
care about these things, should not heedlessly continue aid without considering how it may be used to stoke
conditions for violence.

Will the people of Ethiopia finally realize the solution of the country is to approach the problem as a national,
systemic problem rather than the problem of an individual, an ethnic group or a political party?
The only way to win the struggle for all of us, including the TPLF/EPRDF, is to claim the country and move
away from sectarian liberation movements. Using the same format as the ethnic-based TPLF, who are really
in charge of everything, will not change the system and bring a lasting solution. They were not the first to
adopt such a model, but let them be the last.
Finally, as a country that has a history of strong religious faith, what difference would it make to our future if we
embraced the God-given humanity of every one of us— putting humanity before ethnicity or any other difference?
If we were to genuinely do so, our accountability would not have to be enforced by donors or outsiders. We
would instead be accountable to do what was right for each other. We would correct our own injustices and
seek the good of our neighbors, better ensuring our own freedom and justice. Importantly, we cannot only
look to our neighbor to make all the changes needed; this will require our own as well.
Ethiopia is in a crisis. The consequences of the State of Emergency on the country are great; yet, lifting the
restrictions could also cause instability and violence. The TPLF/EPRDF has put themselves in a corner with
decreasing options— most of which are unsatisfactory. Yet, ironically, this realization may become the
necessary incentive for them to consider a different way out of this dilemma— with a better possible outcome for both
themselves and others.
The people of Ethiopia also have choices; many of them dangerous and destructive; but other options exist
if people are willing— options like genuine dialogue, reconciliation, meaningful reforms and the restoration
of justice.
It is these options that promise the best future for all of us. Will all sides come together around a common
vision and then do the hard work of building a new Ethiopia for all of us, not one for only a single ethnic
group or a few elite? It is time to put that model in our history books of the past, not the future.
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